
SENATE No. 869
[Offered by Senator Bisbee.l

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Sixty-Four.

Resolutions congratulatinghopkins academy of hadley on
THE OCCASION OF ITS THREE HUNDREDTH ANNIVERSARY.

Whereas, Hopkins Academy of Hadley, the oldest school of any
kind in Western Massachusetts, was established in sixteen hundred
and sixty-four with funds willed by Edward Hopkins, a wealthy
English merchant who was seven times elected governor of the
colony of Connecticut, the Hopkins fund being the oldest charitable
trust in the United States; and

Whereas, Incorporated in eighteen hundred and sixteen, Hopkins
Academy, formerly known as the Hopkins Donation School, was
for many years a college preparatory school for boys who were
planning to enter the ministry or education and later admitted
girls for study, enrolling students from the entire eastern seaboard
of the United States and Canada, and with the advent of the public
school throughout the country becoming the town high school and
in eighteen hundred and sixty-five opening its doors to all who
could meet the requirements; and

Whereas, Hopkins Academy, with its current enrollment of two
hundred and twenty-eight students in five courses in the senior
high school, is justifiably proud of its many illustrious graduates,
three of whom are L. Clark Seelye, first president of Smith College,
Major General Joseph Hooker, Commander of the Army of the
Potomac, and Levi Stockbridge, fifth president of what is now
known as the University of Massachusetts; and
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Whereas, The Academy stands today after a long and eventful
history as a living memorial to Edwards Hopkins, a man of vision,
wisdom and generosity, who, more than three hundred years ago,
provided financial assistance to “give some encouragement in those
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foreign plantations for the breeding of hopeful youths both at
grammar school, and college, for the public service of the country
in future times”; now therefore be it

Resolved, That the Massachusetts Senate extends its heartiest
congratulations to Hopkins Academy of Hadley on the occasion of
its three hundredth anniversary, and its best wishes for many
years of continued success in the field of education; and be it
further

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be transmitted forth-
with by the clerk of the senate to William E. Dwyer, President
of the Board of Trustees of Hopkins Academy.


